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Abstract. This paper adopts the premise that the ‘semantic gap’ is an incompletely 

surveyed feature in the landscape of visual image retrieval, and proposes a framework 

within which this deficiency might be made good. Simple classifications of types of 

image and of types of user are proposed. Consideration is then given in outline to how 

semantic content is realised by each class of user within each class of image. The 

argument is advanced that this realisation finds expression in perceptual, generic 

interpretive and specific interpretive content. This analytic framework provides the 

basis for the specification of a broadly encompassing evaluation study, which will 

employ the image/user type classification and the expert domain knowledge of selected 

user groups in the construction of segmented test collections of real queries, images and 

relevance judgements. From this study should come a better-informed view on the 

nature of semantic information need, and on the representation and recovery of 

semantic content across a broad spectrum of image retrieval activity. 

1 Introduction 

Within the last ten years content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has risen to prominence in the 

research agenda for computer science. The digitised image offers some enticing processing 

opportunities derived from quantifiable attributes of colour, texture and the spatial (or, in the 

case of moving images, spatio-temporal) distribution of shapes. With developing maturity 

has come a realisation of the limitations of CBIR processes in practice, however. These 

limitations reflect the fact that the retrieval utility of visual images is generally realised in 

terms of their inferred semantic content. The context for this inferential reasoning process is 

to be found in the distinction drawn in semiotics between the denotation, or presented form, 

of the image and the connotation(s) to which it gives rise [1]. It is clear that personal 

knowledge and experience, cultural conditioning and collective memory – the shared 

knowledge of a society – contribute towards that reasoning process. The CBIR community 



has attached the label ‘semantic image retrieval’ to the formulation and resolution of 

information needs which engage that intellectual process. The sharply drawn distinction 

between that process and the automatic extraction of low level features from denotative pixel 

structures is characterised as the ‘semantic gap’[2].  

Given the vast and constantly expanding scale upon which visual resources are made 

available via the World Wide Web, users, providers and the CBIR research community 

collectively have much to gain from a narrowing of that semantic gap. This paper adopts the 

premise that a complete survey of this feature in the landscape of visual image retrieval has 

yet to be undertaken, and proposes a framework within which this might be undertaken.  

The approach taken in this paper is, first, to propose a classification of types of image, 

followed by an even simpler classification of types of user. Consideration is then given in 

outline to how semantic content is realised by each class of user within each class of image. 

This framework provides the basis for a proposal to set up a formal study which is intended 

to generate a more comprehensive evaluation of visual image retrieval paradigms than any 

reported thus far. 

2 A Categorisation of Image Type  

2.1 Documentary – general purpose 

Documentary images are interpreted here as faithful representations of reality. They may be 

captured as a result of a photographic process, or created by some form of human or human-

initiated endeavour. In their captured form they represent a momentary entrapment of reality, 

typical examples being photographs taken above, on or under the land and sea. In their 

created form they are artworks using any of a variety of materials. 

2.2 Documentary – special purpose 

Images in this category are a faithful representation of a specific part of some larger reality, 

that part being the subject of specialised analysis and not necessarily visible without special 

equipment. As in the general purpose case, such images may be captured or created. Typical 

examples of the former are medical X-rays, ultrasound scans and microscopy images, whilst 

fingerprints are one example of the created form of such images. 



2.3 Creative 

Images in this category may be placed on a spectrum of reality representation, from 

documentary images which have been subject to some degree of amendment or 

manipulation, through to completely abstract artworks. 

2.4 Models 

In this category may be found 2- and 3-dimensional images which model aspects of reality 

such as processes and geographical phenomena. Typical examples are maps, diagrams, 

charts, plans, architectural and engineering drawings. 

2.5 Moving images 

The classification shown in Figure 1 is couched in terms of still images, but may be applied 

to moving images as well. The animation of photographically or digitally captured sequences 

of any of the still image types is theoretically possible, although the footage resulting from 

some of the stills might have little practical significance. For example, TV news footage 

belongs to the class of general-purpose documentary images, and digital video microscopy is 

a moving image variant of the special-purpose documentary image. The feature film is the 

dominant, animated version of the creative image, and animated weather maps which feature 

in TV broadcasts are one example of the moving image version of the 2-dimensional model. 

3. A Categorisation of User Type  

For each of the four classes of image a variety of specialist users can be identified. For 

example, among the class of general purpose documentary images, archive photographs of 

urban scenes may be sought by transport historians and historical geographers. Surgeons, 

conservators and art historians are among the diverse users of X-ray photographs, an 

example of special purpose documentary images. Among the various types of artwork which 

contribute to the class of creative images, games designers will make use of computer-

generated images; and astronomers will use (celestial) charts and maps within the class of 2-

dimensional images. Other examples of specialist users of particular types of image are 

shown in Figure 1.  



 
User type 

Image type 
Generalist Specialist 

Documentary - general purpose 
archive photo – urban scene 
aerial photo  
contemporary photo - society 

 
general public 
general public 
general public 

 
transport historian; historical geographer 
town planner; military intelligence agent 
journalist; fashion designer 
 

Documentary – special purpose 
X-ray photo 
microscopy image 
ultrasound scan 
fingerprint 
facial identification photo  

 

 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
[general public] 

 
Surgeon; conservator, art historian 
microbiologist 
obstetrician 
police officer 
immigration officer; police officer 
 

Creative 
painting 
trademark; logo 
tapestry 
computer-generated graphic.,  

  

 
general public 
general public 
general public 
general public 

 
art historian; curator 
trademark lawyer 
textile designer 
graphic designer; cartoonist; games 
software programmer 

 
Model 
map 
chart 
technical drawing 
diagram 

 
general public 
general public 
general public 
general public 

 
geographer; civil engineer; archeologist 
astronomer; navigator; genealogist 
architect; engineer 
engineer; graphic designer; technical 
author 

 
Fig. 1 A classification of image types and user types, with example members 

 
Generalist users, characterised in Figure 1 as the general public, may seek general 

purpose documentary images, 2-dimensional models and creative images, expressing visual 

information needs which we may expect to be different from those of the specialist users. 

Generalist users would not normally engage with special-purpose documentary images, 

although passport photographs – a variety of facial recognition image – and foetal scans are 

exceptions to the general rule. 

4. Realisation of the semantic content of an image 

The two-way classification of image and user types shown in Figure 1 provides a framework 

within which the semantic gap in visual image retrieval may be analysed. For each class of 

image we consider what is meant by semantic content, and further consider how both types 

of user perceive that semantic content. 



4.1 General purpose documentary images 

The semantic content of general purpose documentary images is multi-layered. This multi-

layering has been described in different ways. The art historian Panofsky, working with 

creative images, identified ‘pre-iconographic’, ‘iconographic’ and ‘iconologic’ levels of 

expression [3], which Shatford’s generalisation in terms of generic, specific and abstract 

content, respectively, made amenable to general purpose documentary images [4]. Shatford 

is more particularly associated with the of-ness and about-ness of image content, the former 

derived from Panofsky’s factual pre-iconography and iconography levels, and the latter from 

his expressional pre-iconography and iconography levels of analysis [4]. The of-ness and 

about-ness content finds alternative expression in hard and soft indexing [5], an approach 

which resonates with the perceptual and interpretive layers of meaning postulated by 

Jörgensen [6]. In her study of human pictorial image perception, participants – asked to 

identify the attributes present in an image – also recognised reactive content. The latter was 

defined in terms of subjective response to the image (such as uncertainty and pleasure) and is 

not further considered here. Perceptual attributes were those named as interpretation-free 

responses to a visual stimulus, and correspond broadly with the generic/pre-iconographic 

category of Shatford/Panofsky.  

Interpretive attributes in the Jörgensen study “are those which require both interpretation 

of perceptual cues and application of a general level of knowledge or inference from that 

knowledge to name the attribute” [6].  In the case of people, interpretive qualities include the 

nature of the relationship among depicted persons, their mental or emotional state, or their 

occupation, for example. Such attributes do not conform with Panofsky’s analysis since, 

although they are generic features, they are not interpretation-free. The specific name by 

which the person was known would also be an interpretive attribute, whereas 

Shatford/Panofsky distinguish such specific/iconographic content from the generic subject 

matter featured in an image. Jörgensen’s interpretive attributes also encompass the 

abstract/iconological category of pictorial content specified by Shatford/Panofsky.  

A simple characterisation of the semantics of an image in terms of perceptual and 

interpretive content is attractive. On the other hand, studies of user need for general purpose 

documentary images, both still and moving, have revealed a high incidence of requests for 

specific, named features such as objects, places, events and people [7-12]. There would 

appear to be some value, therefore, in adapting the Jörgensen model for our present purposes, 



by recognising semantic content in terms of perceptual, generic interpretive and specific 

interpretive attributes. 

How a user recognises perceptual and generic interpretive matter in an image is a 

cognitive phenomenon which is, as yet, incompletely understood [13,14]. Greisdorf & 

O’Connor, reporting that “the research consensus points to an integrated cortical process 

involving, at least, perception and cognition”, suggest that the visual impression engendered 

by the sensory stimuli is first cognitively matched to some form of syntactic equivalence. 

First time viewers, moreover, “appear to determine initially what the image represents to 

them before making any evaluations of its topicality, meaning and utility in regard to an 

information need” [13]. It might seem reasonable to suggest that the user recognises 

perceptual and generic interpretive content by low-level features within the image; shape 

may be especially significant, complemented by colour and texture, bringing to bear a 

previously learned linguistic identifier to generate meaning. For example, a paddle steamer 

may be detected within an image by matching an outline (despite the complexities of 

occlusion, orientation, perspective, etc.), with memorised profiles associated with the verbal 

tag ‘paddle steamer’. 

One might expect the same to be true for specific interpretive features, which, it is 

postulated, the user also recognises by feature matching underpinned by a defining linguistic 

identifier. Thus, we recognise President Bush when we see his image. Furthermore, we 

continue to recognise him in creative images, even when his features are subject to some 

degree of denotational degradation under the influence of the cartoonist’s pen – an aspect of 

recognition by components which has been investigated in the psychology literature [15]. 

Whatever the perceptual processes involved it would seem to be the case that identification is 

dependent upon the prior existence – and knowledge by the user – of a defining linguistic 

tag. However, we heed Eakins’ warning that too many investigators have made unwarranted 

assumptions about the nature of perceptual similarity [16], and lend support to the call for 

further research into the psychophysical aspects of human perception [13,14].  

As an added complication, the process of identification may involve context, recognition 

of which would seem to invoke high-level cognitive analysis supported by domain and tacit 

knowledge. Contextual anchorage is an important role played by text annotation within the 

image metadata [1,5]. 

When the focus of interest lies with the abstract content of the image – the client wanting 

images of suffering or happiness, for example - shape may be of limited use, unless we use 



recognition of features within an image to recall scenes within our memory which invoke the 

appropriate cognitive response . Colour might be significant, since it can be an effective 

communicator of mood. We are likely to be dependent, however, on the presence within 

metadata of an appropriate textual cue which conditions our interpretation of the semantic 

content of an image. 

Both generalist and specialist users will realise semantic content of general-purpose 

documentary images in terms of perceptual and interpretive attributes. Such attributes in the 

case of the specialist user may involve linguistic identifiers of high specificity drawn from 

the specialised vocabulary of the subject domain in question.  

4.2 Special purpose documentary images 

The image might take a variety of forms, but realisation of semantic content is likely, again, 

to reveal a heavy dependency on an intial detection of primitive features. In some 

applications – those which employ images captured by scanning technology or microscopy, 

for example - the spatial distribution of shapes, colours and textures may be particularly 

significant. For the specialist user, the existence and spatial distribution of such features 

within the image may lead to inferential reasoning about some external condition for which 

the image is a passive signal; examples would be the presence of a tumour within an organ of 

the body, or a structural mass beneath the surface of the land or water.  

The user’s inferential reasoning may thus establish significance and identification - 

semantic properties which, it would seem clear, depend on linguistic identifiers for their 

realisation. Again, such identifiers may be highly specific and drawn from the specialised 

vocabulary of a particular subject domain.  

4.3 Creative images 

Creative images assume a greater variety of physical forms than is the case for general-

purpose documentary images; some indication of this variety may be found in [17]. In many 

cases the realisation of semantic content does not depart in any significant way from the 

analysis presented in 4.1 above. However, as the accuracy with which reality is represented 

in this class of images is progressively relaxed towards totally abstract form, the more 

significant become the perceptual and generic interpretive attributes. Correspondingly, the 



more potentially effective becomes the application of CBIR techniques to this class of image, 

for both generalist and specialist users. 

There are specialised types of creative image, the perceptual attributes of which 

predominate over the interpretive, or in which interpretive attributes are missing. These are 

context-free images which do not have the foreground/background disambiguation problem 

which, from the CBIR perspective, bedevils ‘real scene’ images. In such cases CBIR can be 

a powerful tool for retrieving images which are similar, on the basis of some chosen metric, 

to a target image. For the specialist user in particular, significant applications in trademark 

matching [2,18,19], and experimental work in fabric design pattern matching [2] have been 

reported. 

4.4 Models 

A particular characteristic of this class of image is the presence of symbols with domain-

specific meanings, shapes and delineated regions. Typically, the spatial distribution of, and 

relationships between, the components are highly significant. Texture and, especially, colour 

may also be significant, and embedded text is a frequently encountered additional feature.  

In the context of a particular image, these components combine to act as a surrogate of its 

semantic content. For example, a diagram of a city subway system uses a range of symbols 

and lines to represent the reality of a particular public transport infrastructure; the diagram 

‘means’ the transport system. The image lends itself to a single, correct - one might say 

objective – interpretation. For this class of images, as with context-free creative images, it is 

the perceptual, or denotational content which is significant.  

In many cases, retrieval will be a matter of recovering a specific artefact on the basis of its 

title or other unique identifier. However, for the specialist user in particular, CBIR offers a 

promising approach to searching digital archives for similar versions of some target image, 

on the basis of a primitive attribute, most obviously shape [2]. A specific application in 

engineering drawings is one such example [20]. 

5. Retrieval evaluation study proposal  

In the preceding sections a framework has been outlined within which a comprehensive 

survey of the ‘semantic gap’ might be undertaken. Such a comprehensive survey would seem 



overdue: the scale on which visual image retrieval activity is conducted is now very 

significant indeed, and must continue to grow as access to ever larger quantities of image 

material is liberated.  

As yet there has been no study which acknowledges the full plurality of image and user 

types, as represented in the framework shown in this paper. There have been a limited 

number of end-user needs studies which have taken a partial view, including the use of 

general-purpose documentary images by generalist and specialist users [7-9,12,21-24]; also 

the use of creative images by specialist users [25,26]. Subject requests recorded by generalist 

and specialist users of general-purpose documentary film and video has also been reported 

[10,11]. But user needs analysis of special-purpose documentary images and of models 

awaits even this level of attention.  

In order to arrive at a better informed view of the semantic gap and the possibilities for 

bridging it there would seem to be merit in the specification of a broadly encompassing 

evaluation study. Central to this study is the construction of segmented test collections of real 

queries and images, the segments structured in accordance with the image/user type 

classification outlined above. The assembly of the test collections, together with the 

accompanying relevance/pertinence judgements, will employ the expert domain knowledge 

of selected user groups. From this endeavour should come a better appreciation of the 

incidence of perceptual, generic interpretive and specific interpretive content of image 

requests across a broad spectrum of image use. 

From the same evaluative platform will come an informed view on the representation and 

recovery of perceptual, generic interpretive and specific interpretive content by means of a 

consistently-applied indexing strategy, including both textual and non-textual metadata. 

From such an informed view will emerge, hopefully, any prospect for narrowing the 

‘semantic gap’ in visual image retrieval. 
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